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Abstract
Social networks have changed the communication patterns significantly. Information available from different
social networking sites can be well utilized for the analysis of users opinion. Hence, the organizations would
benefit through the development of a platform, which can analyze public sentiments in the social media about
their products and services to provide a value addition in their business process. Over the last few years, deep
learning is very popular in the areas of image classification, speech recognition, etc. However, research on the
use of deep learning method in sentiment analysis is limited. It has been observed that in some cases the
existingmachine learningmethods for sentiment analysis fail to extract some implicit aspects andmight not be
very useful. Therefore, we propose a deep learning approach for aspect extraction from text and analysis of
users sentiment corresponding to the aspect. A seven layer deep convolutional neural network (CNN) is used to
tag each aspect in the opinionated sentences. We have combined deep learning approach with a set of rule-
based approach to improve the performance of aspect extraction method as well as sentiment scoring method.
We have also tried to improve the existing rule-based approach of aspect extraction by aspect categorization
with a predefined set of aspect categories using clustering method and compared our proposed method with
some of the state-of-the-art methods. It has been observed that the overall accuracy of our proposed method is
0.87 while that of the other state-of-the-art methods like modified rule-basedmethod and CNN are 0.75 and 0.80
respectively. The overall accuracy of our proposedmethod shows an increment of 7–12% from that of the state-
of-the-art methods.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, various social networking sites like Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin, etc. have
become a popular platform for exchanging opinions, and thus providing feedback regarding
specific products, organization, services, movies, individuals, political events, topics [34,37],
etc., which can help to improve the product quality and services [1,3,9] of an organization.
Aspect-level opinionmining establishes a relation between different aspects of an item and its
polarity. An aspect of a product means an attribute or feature of a product. For sentiment
analysis, the identification of aspects is a very important issue. There are two types of aspect,
explicit aspect, and implicit aspect. For example, in the sentence, “The resolution of the phone
is really nice and the phone is affordable”, the “resolution” is an aspect of the phone and there
is a positive opinion for the phone. In the above example, “resolution” is explicitly mentioned
in the text, but “affordable” is an implicit aspect. Explicit aspects are well classified while
implicit aspects are not easily classified. So it is difficult to extract implicit aspect. Most of the
previous works for aspect level sentiment analysis have used SVM based algorithms [34],
conditional random fields (CRFs) [4,7] or some rule-based approaches using natural language
processing tools. But all of these methods have some limitations. CRF needs huge number of
features towork properly and the rule-basedmethod depends on the grammatical accuracy of
sentences and it can only identify explicit aspects but fails to extract implicit aspects. Besides
this, sometimes incorrect aspects have been tagged by using parts-of-speech (POS) tagger
[10,12] as parts-of-speech tagger considers all the noun or noun phrases as aspect terms. But
all nouns are not always relevant aspect terms. Here CNN is used which have much fewer
connections and parameters. Every word in the sentences is not labeled in this method and we
only need to label the whole sentences. So for large data, we can easily train the network. ReLU
(Rectified Linear Units) is the most commonly used activation function in CNN. ReLU is linear
(identity) for all positive values, and zero for all negative values. It converges faster and
classifies datamore easily. In this paper,we have tried to overcome all the limitations of existing
methods by using CNN (nonlinear supervised classifier) [15,18,25]. An innovative technique is
used to identify the aspects by applying POS Tagging, dependency parsing using CoreNLP
[19,21,23] followed by hierarchical clustering, [2,5] which reduces the number of incorrect
aspects and extracted aspects are categorized with some predefined set of aspects. Then the
improved existingmethod (CoreNLPþ Rule-based) is compared with the CNN based approach
of aspect extraction. But it has been observed that CNN classifier sometime fails to identify
some valid aspect terms. So a rule-based approach has been introducedwhich is combinedwith
CNN to further improve the performance of aspect extraction method. In addition to this, we
have also improved the sentiment scoring method by introducing seven-point scaling. Most of
the previousworks used three levels of sentiment classification. But sometimes opinionword is
associated with some strong and weak adverb which modify the sentiment score. Here, the
users sentiment has been classified into seven groups (Almost Positive, Positive, Very Positive,
Almost Negative, Negative, Very Negative, and Neutral). In this paper, product reviews from a
popular social networking site called Twitter, SST-1 (Stanford Sentiment Treebank) [50] for the
movie review and SemEval Task 4 [45] for Restaurant Review has been collected. Accurate
aspect extraction and polarity detection method help for recommendation systems, product
quality, and service improvement. It also allows the customer to identify which features are
important andwhich not on the basis of feedback. The rest of the paper is organized as follows,
in Section 2, we have presented related work, and Section 3 describes the background on
sentiment analysis. Section 4 describes the details of the experimental setup. Section 5 contains
results and analysis and Section 6 briefs the concluding part of the paper.

2. Related Work
An introduction to the field of sentiment analysis was found at Pang and Lee’s [17,38] article
in 2008. Various techniques and methods with both practical and theoretical considerations
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were covered by their article. These techniques were used to analyze reviews for movies and
products. In 2004, Kim and Hovy [37] and more recently, Bhayani and Huang (2009) [36]
(Wilson et al. [29], 2005; Agarwal et al., 2009) [28] performed sentiment analysis on Twitter
and Tweets were classified in terms of negative or positive sentiment. Hu and Liu [39] first
introduced the concept of aspect extraction from opinions and later this method has been
modified by Popescu and Etzioni [40] and by Blair-Goldensohn et al. [41]. A language model
was introduced by Popescu and Etzioni. They assumed that product class is known in
advance and introduced an algorithm to detect a noun or noun phrase as a product feature.
They measured point-wise mutual information between the noun phrase and the product
class. Scaffidi et al. [42] used a languagemodel to identify product features. It was assumed in
their method that product reviews contain more numbers of product features than in a
general natural language text. But it was found that their method has low precision value and
extracted aspects are affected by noise. Aspect extraction method for a product was
improved by introducing semi-supervisedmodels byWang et al. [43]. They proposed amodel
to extract aspects based on the use of seeding aspects. In thismethod, they used seedwords to
identify topics of specific interest to a user and extract aspects from the review. Recent
approach based on CNN [11,22,27] has also achieved significant improvement in performance
over state-of-the-art methods in many traditional NLP tasks [6]. It has been used in different
NLP areas such as information retrieval and related classification. A simple network
including one-layer convolution andwith amax pooling layer has been proposed byKim et al.
[31] which performed sentiment classification successfully. Johnson et al. introduced a bag-of-
words model to represent text instead of low-dimensional word vectors, which are extremely
effective for text categorization [18]. Here more than 150,000 microblog postings were
analyzed containing branding comments, sentiments, and opinions. They investigated the
overall structure of these microblog postings [24,27], the types of expressions, and the
movement in positive or negative sentiment. They compared automated methods of
classifying sentiment in these microblogs with manual coding. Collobert et al. [44] used part-
of-speech tagging, chunking, and named entity recognition tasks using amulti-task sequence
labeler. Xiaodong Liu et al. [23] proposed a multi-task deep neural network to classify query
and search website ranking. Qiongxia Huang et al. [6] in 2017 designed a model with existing
CNN, LSTM, CNN-LSTM (Implement of one-layer LSTM directly stacked on one-layer CNN)
and SVM (support vector machine). Here, we have introduced a combinational method of
CNN and Rule-Based approach which identify aspect terms more accurately than the other
state-of-the-art methods.

3. Sentiment Analysis Methodology Background:
3.1 Different Levels of Sentiment Analysis
There are three different levels of sentiment analysis have been proposed.

3.1.1 Document Level: In Document Level sentiment analysis, it is analyzed whether the
document expresses a positive or negative sentiment.

3.1.2 Sentence Level: In Sentence Level sentiment analysis, the document is broken into
some sentences and each sentence is treated as a single entity and analyzed at a time.

3.1.3 Aspect Level: In Aspect Level, the main task is to extract aspect terms of the product
and then customer feedbacks are analyzed on the basis of the extracted aspects.

3.2 Parts of Speech (POS) Tagging
Parts of Speech (POS) tagging is a form of annotating text and eachword is a tagwith Parts of
Speech [28,33]. Tokens are marked with their corresponding word by the POSTagger [25,26].
Part-of-Speech tags are assigned to character strings. Each sentence can be categorized into a
group of determiners, verbs, nouns, etc.
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3.3 Dependency Parsing
The grammatical structure of a sentence and the relationships between “Main”words and the
word which modify those main words can be obtained through a dependency parser
[14,16,20]. Here, we use dependency parser [5,15] for aspect extraction and finding their
dependency relation with opinion words. For example, “The phone has a good camera”, here
“camera” is an aspect and “good” is an opinion word. We can analyze the structure of the
sentence “This phone has a good camera” in the following way Figure 1.

Here amod: adjectival modifier, det: determiner, dobj: direct object and nsubj: nominal
subject. In the above example, “Camera” and “good” has amod relation. So from the Standford
rule(rule 1) “camera” is an aspect of phone and “good” is opinion word.

3.4 Cluster Analysis
Cluster analysis is required in text mining for making a group of objects. It consists of
different methods and algorithms to group objects of similar kinds into respective categories.
Hierarchical Clustering is used here. This method uses the dissimilarities (similarities) or
distances between objects while forming the clusters.

After POS tagging and dependency parsing, lots of aspects are collected. To increase
accuracy, aspects are categorized with the predefined set of aspects using hierarchical
clustering.

3.5 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for Text Classification
CNN is comprised of one or more convolutional layers [8,26,40], which are responsible for
major breakthroughs in image classification. More recently, CNN is also applied to problems
in Natural Language Processing (NLP) like information retrieval and relation classification,
sentiment analysis [8,9,13], spam detection or topic categorization. Sentences or documents
that are the input of most NLP tasks can be represented as a matrix where each row
represents one token. A token may be a word or a character. The convolutional layers can be
represented as the weighted sum of the word vectors with respect to the shared weight
matrix. The largest value is selected in the max pooling layer. The behaviour of the CNN is
strongly influenced by the magnitude of the word, and all the word vectors from Google
word2vec are normalized to one. The max-pooling layer can be increased or decreased by
uniform scaling (Up or Down) of word vectors. Each CNN contains a word embedding layer, a
convolutional and pooling layer, and a fully-connected layer.

3.5.1 Word Embedding. Word embedding is a method where words or phrases from the
vocabulary are mapped to vectors of real numbers. All the words in the input sentence are
encoded as word vector. Let the sentence length l ∈R and the vocabulary size D∈R. The
embedding matrix of k-dimensional word vectors isW 1

∈RkjDj and the ithword in a sentence
is transformed into a k-dimensional vector wi by matrix-vector product:

wi ¼ W 1xi (1)

Here xi is the one-hot representation for the i-th word.

Figure 1.
Example of
Dependency Parsing.
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3.5.2 Convolution. The convolution operations are applied on the top of the vectors [1]
which are generated after encoding the input sentence to produce new features. In
convolution operation, a filter u∈Rhk is applied to a window of h ¼ 2r þ 1 and a feature fi is
produced from a window of words wi−r:iþr by

fi ¼ gðwi−r:iþr:uÞ (2)

where g is a non-linear activation function (Relu) and the filter is applied to all possible
windows of the input sentence to generate a feature map.

f ¼ ½f1; f2; . . . fl � (3)

3.5.3 Pooling. In this layer, max-over-time pooling is applied to each of the feature maps that
are generated in convolutional layers.bf ¼ maxðf1; f2; . . . flÞ (4)

The maximum element in each feature map is taken by Max-over-time pooling and a fixed-
sized feature vector vi ∈Rmi for the i-th task [30]. In this model, one feature is extracted from
one filter. The model uses multiple filters (with varying window sizes) to obtain multiple
features. In this layer, the feature with the highest value is extracted for each filter. The idea is
to capture the most important feature with the highest value.

3.5.4 Dropout Regularization. Deep neural networks suffer from overfitting [32,33] due to
the high number of parameters that need to be learned. So dropout regularization is added,
which will randomly disable a fraction of neurons in the layer (set to 50% here) to ensure that
the model does not overfit. This prevents neurons from co-adapting and forces them to learn
individually useful features.

3.5.5 Fully-connection. The features form the dropout layer are passed to a fully connected
layer.

G ¼ αðw * bf þ bÞ (5)

where α is the rectified linear (ReLU) activation function. W is the weight matrix, and b is the
bias. Bias is added to neural networks to help the network to learn patterns.

3.5.6 Softmax layer. Finally the output of the previous layer is passed to a fully connected
softmax layer. It returns the classes with the largest probability.

by ¼ argmax
j

Pðy ¼ jjx; w; aÞ ¼ argmax
j

�
e
xwjþaj

�X
k

¼1kxe
xwkþaj�

(6)

where wj denotes the weights vector of class j and aj is the bias of class j. The probability
forms a discrete probability distribution. The softmax layer returns the classification result,
and then the model parameters are updated by the back-propagation algorithm according to
the actual classification label of the training data. The above process is operated repeatedly
and then the model training is complete.

4. Material and Methods
4.1 Data Collection
In this step, electronics product reviews from a popular social networking site called Twitter,
movie reviews from SST-1(Stanford Sentiment Treebank) [50] and Restaurant reviews from
SemEval Task 4 [45] has been collected. More than 500,000 reviews of different categories of
products are used for analysis Table 1.
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4.2 Data Pre-processing Method
The pre-processing method is used to clean data and convert data in the proper format for
further analysis. The commonly known pre-processing methods are as follows: -.

(i) Remove URL link: URL links do not carry much information regarding the sentiment of
the tweet. So links are removed from tweets. (ii) Remove numbers: Generally, numbers have
no use for measuring sentiment and are removed from the tweets in order to refine the tweet
content. (iii) Convert acronyms: Acronyms are ill-formedwords and are common in tweets. So
acronyms are replaced by the original words through acronym dictionary. (iv) Words in
tweets that contain repeated letters have been converted to their original English form.
Words with repeated letters, e.g. “coooool” are replaced by “cool”. (v) Unnecessary white
spaces and tabs are removed. (vi) All tweets are converted to lower case. All these steps are
performed using R software with utils package.

4.3 Part-of-Speech(POS) Tagging
Generally, aspects are nouns or noun phrases and opinion words are adjectives. Nouns and
noun phrases can be obtained by a part-of-speech (POS) tagger. Basically, six basic parts of
speech (noun, verb, adjective, adverb, preposition, conjunction) [35] have been tagged from
the reviews to identify aspects and its polarity score. POS tagging step is used in both the
methods mentioned below. Stanford CoreNLP is used for POS tagging.

4.4 Modification of existing method by the implementation of some rule-based approach
4.4.1 Dependency Parsing. After part-of-speech tagging, a set of aspects and corresponding
opinion words are extracted using some syntactic relations and set of rules. CoreNLP is used
for this step.

4.4.2 Aspect Category Determination. After dependency parsing, lots of aspects and
opinionwords are collected. Collected aspects are comparedwith the predefined set of aspects
to reduce the number of incorrect aspects. Hierarchy clustering method and principal of
component analysis (PCA Method) (Figure 2) are used to determine aspect category. For
example, in Figure 2 “camera”, “image” and “picture” aspects belongs to the same category.

4.5 Aspect Extraction with Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and some rule-based
approach
4.5.1 Word Embeddings. Here, Skip-Gram Model (created by Mikolov et al.) has been
implemented for word embedding. This model is a very efficient predictive model for word
embeddings from the text. In this model, there is one-dimensional integer vector of the target

Data Source Category of Products Reviews Total

Twitter Electronics 250000
Products
Redmi Note 4 180500
Laptop(Dell) 40000
Camera(Nikon) 29500

SST-1 Movie Review 150000
(Stanford Sentiment Treebank) [50]
SemEval Task 4 [45] Restaurant 100000

Review

Total 500,000
Reviews

Table 1.
List of source and total
number of reviews.
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word tokens and one-dimensional integer vector of sampled context word tokens has given as
input. If the sampled word really appears in the context, then the prediction is 1 otherwise 0.
From a set of sentences (also called the corpus), this Skip-Grammodel loops [44] on the words
of each sentence and try to find the use of the current word and to predict its neighbours (its
context). In some cases, it uses contexts to predict the current word. The upper limit of the
number of words in each context can be determined by a parameter called “window size”.

4.5.2 Proposed Network Architecture. The architectural overview of our proposed system
[Figure 3] is as follows. The input to the system is a set of reviews for a particular product
collected from the different data sources. The proposed network contains aspectmappers and
a CNN sentiment classifier. Our proposed network contains one input layer, one word
embedding layer, two convolutional, two max-pool layers, and a fully-connected layer with
softmax output [34]. Word embedding layer encodes each word in the input sentence as a
word vector. After Word embedding, the convolution operations are applied on top of these
vectors to produce new features. The input layer was 75 x 350, where maximum 75 numbers
of words in a sentence can be used with 350 the dimensionality of the word embedding. The
first convolution layer has filter size 2 and second convolution layer has filter size 3. The
stride in each convolution layer is 1, as we wanted to tag each word. Though the filter size for
two convolution layers is different, So the dimensionality of two convolution layers are 2 3
350 and 3 3 350 respectively. There is a max-pooling layer followed by each convolution
layer and the pool size is 2 in the max-pool layers. The output of each convolution layer has
been computed using a non-linear function. In our proposed network, hyperbolic tangent is
used. 100 featuremapswith filter size 2 in the first convolution layer and 50 featuremapswith
filter size 3 in second convolution layer. Then all the vectors concatenated together to form a
single feature vector (The most important feature with the highest value).

It has been observed that the proposed network architecture works well in our datasets.
Increasing layer size, window size or pool size does not improve the performance or accuracy.

4.6 Rule-Based Approaches
In this paper, a set of rules has been combined with the deep learning concept to extract
aspects and detect polarity. Here some Stanford Dependencies [50] Rules have been used to

Figure 2.
Aspect categorization
using PCA method.
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extract aspect. SenticNet 3 [48] has been used as a concept-level opinion lexicon. The
following rules are listed below.

4.6.1 Rule-Based Aspect Extraction Approach. Rule 1: IF depends (amod, A, O)∧ pos
(A, nn)∧opinionword(O), THENaspect(A).Here, depends(amod, A, O) shows
a dependency relation amod between A and O, pos(A, nn) shows that A is a singular
noun, opinionword(O) means that O is an opinion word, aspect(A) means that A is an
aspect. It means if there is an amod: adjectivalmodifier relation betweenA andO, O is
opinion word and A is a noun, then A is identified as an aspect.

Figure 3.
Architectural overview
of our proposed
system.
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Rule 2: IF depends (conj, Ai, Aj) ∧pos(Ai, nn) ∧aspect(Aj), THEN aspect(Ai).
The above rule states that if there is a conj dependency relation between Ai andAj
and Ai is a noun, then using one aspect Ai we can also extract another aspect Aj.
For example, “This phone has a great screen and battery”. Here, “screen” aspect
has been extracted by the previous rule (Rule 1), and the above rule (Rule 2) can be
used to extract “battery” as an aspect. Because “screen” and “battery” has the conj
dependency relation.

Rule 3: If verb n has a direct object and a noun p, then label p as an aspect.
Rule 4: If a term is labeled as an aspect by the previous rules and there is a noun-

noun compound relationship with another word, then composed of both
of them and marked as an aspect. For example, “Battery Life” “Battery” or
“Life” is marked as an aspect, then the whole expression is labeled as an aspect.

4.6.2 Rule-Based Sentiment Evaluation Approach. After part-of-speech tagging, adverbs
and adjectives are collected to improve the scoring method and classify emotions with a
seven-point scale (Almost Positive, Positive, Very Positive, Almost Negative, Negative, Very
Negative and Neutral) [Table 2]. This is obtained by the following scoring method. Here
Sentiwordnet [48] is used for polarity detection. Sentiwordnet is the result of the automatic
annotation of all the synsets of WORDNET according to the notions of “positive”,
“negative”, and “neutral”. Three numerical scores Pos(s), Neg(s), and Obj(s) are associated
with each synset. After pre-processing of data, each data token has been parsedwith the help
of part-of-speech (POS) tagger. POS tagger assigns a tag [9] to each token and then the word
is passed in SentiWordnet to check the score as well as the polarity of that particular word.

Sentiment Scoring using Adjectives

� If the aspect is evaluated by a single adjective or opinion word [47], then it returns a
sentiment score between�1 andþ1, may be “Almost Negative” or “Almost Positive”.

� If the aspect is evaluated by double adjectives or opinion words then it returns
sentiment score between �2 and þ2 may be “Negative” or “Positive”.

Sentiment Scoring using Adverb and Adjective
If there is a single adverb present before an adjective, then the sentiment score of the

aspect is changed. We can classify adverbs into two categories [3,4,6].

(I) Strong Intensifying Adverbs:Adverbs such as exceedingly, extremely, immensely, very
and so on, which has a strong effect [47] on sentiment score are called Strong
Intensifying Adverbs.

� If scoreðadjÞ > 0 and adυ∈ STRONG, then scoreðadυ; adjÞ > scoreðadjÞ.
� If scoreðadjÞ < 0 and adυ∈ STRONG, then scoreðadυ; adjÞ < scoreðadjÞ.
If a sentence contains double adverbs and if both the adverb is strong intensifying

adverbs, then the score will be as follows.

Sentence Opinion

1. The Phone has good screen. Almost Positive
2. The Phone has good and attractive screen. Positive
3. Sound quality is very good. Very Positive
4. Sound quality is bad. Almost Negative
5. Sound quality poor and horrible. Negative
6. Sound quality is extremely bad. Very Negative
7. I have checked the speaker of the phone. Neutral

Table 2.
Sentiment

classification using
Adjectives and

Adverbs.
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� If scoreðadjÞ > 0 and adυ∈ STRONG, then scoreðadυ; adυ; adjÞ > scoreðadυ; adjÞ
> scoreðadjÞ.

� If scoreðadjÞ < 0 and adυ∈ STRONG, then scoreðadυ; adυ; adjÞ < scoreðadυ; adjÞ
< scoreðadjÞ.

(II) Weak Intensifying Adverbs: Like barely, scarcely, weakly, slightly etc. which have little
effect on scoring are called Weak Intensifying Adverbs.

� If scoreðadjÞ > 0 or scoreðadjÞ < 0 and adυ∈WEAK, then scoreðadv; adjÞ 5 score
ðadjÞ.

4.6.3 Handling Negation Word. Negation word converts positive opinion to negative or
negative to positive by using special words. The common approach of negation handling is to
reverse the polarity of the aspect.

� If scoreðadjÞ > 0 and Negation word Present, then scoreðadjÞ < 0.

� If scoreðadjÞ < 0 and Negation word Present, then scoreðadjÞ > 0.

Scores of each aspect are then calculated using the following equations:

ScoreðaiÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

ððscoreðadjÞ þ scoreðadj; adjÞ þ scoreðadυ; adjÞ þ scoreðadυ; adυ; adjÞÞ

(7)

Here ai is the ith aspect and n is the number of aspect terms. If Score ðaiÞ > 0 then “Positive”,
If ScoreðaiÞ < 0 then “Negative”, Otherwise Neutral.

4.7 Training set and Testing set Making
Here, we have used the SemEval datasets 4 [45] for training and testing set and each review is
tagged with aspect and polarity related to that aspect. Total 6,086 Sentences (Laptop reviews-
3045 andRestaurant reviews-3,041) are annotated for training. The frequency of various aspects
in the sentences of train data is shown in Table 3. To predict sentiment we have used both the
data for positive and negative, training and testing and we are going to use different machine
learningmodel for the data set. Here, both the rule-based andCNNbased classifier are applied to
the text; then all terms marked by any of these two classifiers are reported as aspect terms.

4.7.1 Initializing CNN. In our experiment, we have used the mini-batch (size 5 12)
stochastic gradient descent with momentum set to 0.8 and learning rate 5 0.001. Initialize
Weights with the small random value.

Categories Aspects Frequency Total train data

Restaurant 3041
Food 1200
Service 241
Price 150
Ambience 400
Miscellaneous 1050

Laptop 3045
Battary-Life 341
Cost 400
Keyboards 654
Miscellaneous 1650

Table 3.
Frequency of aspect
categories in train data
of SemEval-2014 Task
4 dataset [46].
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4.8 Package Used
Packages and other details that are used in this analysis are listed below: -

� ‘R’ software has been used as the computational environment and some of the
packages that have been used are ‘readr’, ‘stringr’, ‘keras’, ‘reticulate’, ‘ggplot2’, ‘NLP’,
‘Tm’, ‘tensorflow’ etc.

� Natural Language Processing (NLP) libraries such as the Stanford CoreNLP for POS
tagging, Lemmatization, Dependency Parsing, and sentiment analysis are used here. It
was introduced by Socher et al. (2013) and it was developed at the University of
Stanford to predict the sentiment of movie reviews.

� For Aspect category detection, hierarchical clustering and PCA method have been
used. ‘Factoextra’, ‘Cluster’, ‘FactoMineR’ packages are used for this purpose.

� SentiWordNet: The SentiWordNet is a lexical resource, is associated with two
numerical scores ranging from 0 to 1 that indicate Pos(s) and Neg(s) describing how
positive or negative terms contained in the synsets. Here it is used to identify the
polarity of the extracted aspects.

� For Negation Handling list of the following words (Table 4) are used.

5. Results & Analysis
In our proposed method, after part-of-speech tagging and dependency parsing, 360000
numbers of aspects along with customers opinion related to the aspect have been collected
from reviews. Aspects are categorized using hierarchical clustering and principal component
analysis (PCA Methods) [Figure 2] to reduce incorrect aspects and the sentiment score of the
reviews has been analyzed with a seven-point scale. But this method is not suitable to extract
implicit aspects. So we have used the CNN to extract more accurate aspects.Word embedding
has been used as features for the network.Word embedding in deep learning concept performs
better than randomized features where each word vector initialized randomly and when these
features are combined with part-of-speech(POS) features, accuracy level has been improved.

Table 5 shows that how the POS feature is important for aspect extraction and improving
accuracy. It has been observed that both precision and recall value increases when the POS

can not shouldn’t doesn’t didn’t
don’t hadn’t hasn’t haven’t
Couldn’t nor Without hardly
wasn’t wouldn’t weren’t neither

Domain Features Precision Recall F-Score

Cellphone WE 81.64% 72.15% 79.8%
Cellphone WE þ POS 85.24% 75.4% 82.54%
Camera WE 72.9% 78.87% 77.30
Camera WE þ POS 76.29% 82.8% 80.5%
Laptop WE 78.9% 83.23% 80.25%
Laptop WE þ POS 82.25% 85.45% 81.24%
Restaurant WE 83.56% 86.8% 85.45%
Restaurant WE þ POS 85.67% 88.20% 89.34%

Table 4.
List of negation words.

Table 5.
Impact of the POS
feature over word

embedding.
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feature is used with word embedding. This method gives better accuracy on restaurant
domain reviews and also improved F-score.

Table 6 shows that for restaurant domain only 59% of accurate aspect terms can be
obtained by one of the existing methods. So only parts-of-speech tagging is not sufficient for
aspect extraction and it produces incorrect aspects in some cases. It is one of the reasons for
lower accuracy. After using CNN classifier, accuracy increases to 67% but when we used
some rule-based approachwith the combination of CNN approach, accuracy level increases to
74.4%. CNN also sometimes fails to identify valid aspects. In that case, the rule-based
approach provides a better result. As shown in Table 6, CNN suffered from low recall value in
all the domains, i.e., it missed some valid aspect terms. Rule-based analysis of the reviews
helped to overcome some of these limitations.

Table 7 shows the comparison of sentiment score and the overall accuracy of all the
methods in laptop domain. Sentiment scores of users are classified into seven-point scale like
“Positive score” is categorized into ‘Almost Positive’, ‘Positive’ and ‘Very Positive’. Similarly
‘Negative score’ is classified into ‘Almost Negative’, ‘Negative’ and ‘VeryNegative’. Otherwise
‘Neutral’. It has been found that the overall accuracy of the (CoreNLPþRule-based), CNN and
our proposed method (CNNþ Rule-based) is 0.75, 0.80 and 0.87 respectively. So our proposed
method performs better than other existing methods.

Table 8 shows the comparison of the state of the art method [49] with our proposed
method. It is found from the experiment that some methods only detect one term aspect and

Domain Classifiers % of Accurate Aspects Precision Recall F-Score

Cellphone CoreNLP þ Rule-based 65.3% 72.4% 75.55% 74.86%
Cellphone CNN 71.3% 75.68% 85.15% 80.56%
Cellphone CNN þ Rule-based 75% 79.24% 88.4% 82.34%
Camera CoreNLP þ Rule-based 59.8% 73.6% 79.57% 75.50%
Camera CNN 68.7% 76.6% 88.87% 78.50%
Camera CNN þ Rule-based 72.4% 78.79% 89.9% 80.5%
Laptop CoreNLP þ Rule-based 64.8% 73.9% 81.53% 79.45%
Laptop CNN 71.4% 76.9% 85.23% 82.35%
Laptop CNN þ Rule-based 77.4% 79.25% 88.45% 83.24%
Restaurant CoreNLP þ Rule-based 59.4% 74.46% 80.8% 79.55%
Restaurant CNN 67.4% 77.56% 84.8% 81.45%
Restaurant CNN þ Rule-based 74.4% 79.67% 86.20% 83.34%
Movie Review CoreNLP þ Rule-based 63.7% 74.26% 78.8% 75.55%
Movie Review CNN 69.4% 75.36% 79.8% 78.45%
Movie Review CNN þ Rule-based 75.6% 78.67% 82.20% 80.34%

Item Methods Positive Score(%) Negative Score(%)
Neutral
Score(%) Accuracy

Almost
Pos

Pos Very
Pos

Almost
Neg

Neg Very
Neg

Laptop
(Dell)

CoreNlp þ
Rule-Based

42.10 1.05 .10 11.57 .21 .04 44.90 0.75

Laptop
(Dell)

CNN 45.28 3.00 .50 4.25 .15 .3 45 0.80

Laptop
(Dell)

CNN þ
Rule-Based

52 5.05 .68 4.57 .24 .5 65.60 0.87

Table 6.
Comparison of
(CoreNLP þ Rule-
Based), CNN and
(CNN þ Rule-Based)
method.

Table 7.
comparison of list of
sentiment score and
over all accuracy
among existing
methods and proposed
method.
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fails to detect aspect phrase. But our proposed rule based approach helps to identify aspect
phrases accurately by using Rule 4. So precision and recall value of our method is greater
than that of the other methods.

Figure 4 shows an overall accuracy of our proposed method (CNN þ Rule-Based) and
other two existing methods(CNN and CoreNLP þ Rule-Based).

Figure 5 shows the comparison among the proposed method and other two existing
methods for laptop and camera domain. Here recall value and precision value of the three
methods are compared and it has been observed that our proposed method has greater
precision and recall value than other methods.

5.1 Significancy test using Paired T-test
A paired t-test has been performed to check how our proposed method statistically
significant. It has been observed from Table 9 that the p-value in paired t-test is.01 which is

Domain Algorithm Precision Recall

Nikon Camera Data Set Hu and Liu [39] 69.00% 82.00%
Popescu and Etzioni [40] 86.00% 80.00%
Dependency propagation [49] method 81.00% 84.00%
Proposed Method(CNN þ Rule-Based) 88.6 90.5

0.75

0.8

0.87

Table 8.
Comparison of

proposed method with
the state of the art
method on Nikon
Camera dataset.

Figure 4.
Comparison of the
overall accuracy of
CoreNLP þ Rule-

based, CNN and CNN
þRule-based approach
on the dataset of laptop

domain.

Figure 5.
Comparison of the

performance of
CoreNLP þ Rule-

based, CNN and CNN
þRule-based approach

on the dataset of
camera and laptop.
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less than.05. It indicates that the improvement of our proposed method is statistically
significant at the confidence level of 95%.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, a mixed approach of deep learning method and the rule-based method has been
introduced for aspect level sentiment analysis by extracting and measuring the aspect level
sentiments. On the one hand, we have used machine learning techniques, POS tagging,
dependency parsing, etc. to identify the aspects and opinion of user related to the aspect. On
the other hand, a seven-layer specific deep CNN architecture has been developed that
contains the input layer, consisting ofword embedding features for eachword in the sentence,
two convolution layers, each of them is followed by max-pooling layer, fully connected layer,
and the output layer. A rule-based concept is also introduced to improve the performance of
aspect extraction. In comparison with the existing methods, the proposed technique (CNNþ
Rule-Based) brings better classification accuracy for both the positive and negative classes.
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